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ABSTRACT
Software developers often make interface design decisions and work with designers. Therefore, computing students who seek to become developers need some education about interface design. While prior work has studied difficulties that educators face when teaching design to computing students, there is comparatively little work on the difficulties computing students face when learning HCI design skills. To uncover these difficulties, we conducted two qualitative studies consisting of surveys and interviews with (1) computing students and (2) educators who teach interface design to computing students. Qualitative analysis of their responses revealed 18 types of learning difficulties students might experience in HCI design education, including difficulties around the mechanics of design work, project management skills, the wicked nature of design problems, and distorted perspectives on design.
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CCS Concepts
• Social and professional topics → Computing education;  
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI);

INTRODUCTION
In higher education computing programs, students are often taught to engineer software. However, developers often make design decisions that impact the usability, accessibility, and inclusiveness of their software, including at companies that lack design cultures [41], startups that lack designers [41], in open source projects without design workflows [42], and even at large companies where they manage or collaborate with design teams [46]. In each of these settings, understanding user experience (UX) and interaction design concepts is key to creating and collaborating on high-quality software.

Unfortunately, partly because many developers lack design literacy, software still routinely fails to be usable for diverse populations (e.g. [5, 13, 28, 43, 53]). Professional software engineers still struggle with design-related tasks like requirements elicitation [2] and interface creation [56]. Since design choices are not value-neutral, poorly designed software can unintentionally perpetuate harmful stereotypes [10, 11, 62] or disadvantage already-marginalized populations [13].

At the heart of this problem is the fact that many developers receive little to no design training before entering the workforce: Students in traditional computer science (CS) degree programs may take at most one human-computer interaction (HCI) or interface design class prior to graduation. Even when computing students take an HCI class, teaching them design skills is hard [68]. Educators often struggle to engage students [33, 48, 60], to override persistent perceptions that designerly aspects of HCI are “inessential” [15], “easy,” or “commonsense” [17], and to accurately assess students’ design work [9, 65, 70]. Additionally, much of this research is limited to educators’ reflections on their own particular courses [45], so students may face difficulties that educators do not perceive.

The goal of this paper is to understand what computing students struggle with when learning to design software interfaces in order to inform HCI pedagogy. Our working definition of HCI design in this paper draws on the model described in Park and McKilligan’s review of HCI design and design thinking [54], which focuses heavily on software interface design as a basic HCI design proficiency. For this exploratory study, we scope our investigation to software interface design learning, and we use the broad term learning difficulty to represent anything that prevents a student from effectively learning or applying software interface design concepts in school or as a practicing software developer. Our intended audience consists of higher education instructors who teach software interface design principles within computing-focused (rather than design-focused) departments, as well as researchers who study formal and informal HCI design learning contexts.

In this paper, we ask the research question What difficulties do computing students face when learning and applying software interface design skills? To answer this, we qualitatively analyzed survey responses (n=117) and interview transcripts (n=15) from computing students learning design skills in both formal (post-secondary classes) and informal (on-the-job) settings. From this, we identified 15 types of learning difficulties. We then validated the set through surveys (n=35) and follow-up interviews (n=8) with HCI educators who teach software interface design concepts to computing students. From educators’ responses, we identified a further 3 types of difficulty,
resulting in a final set of 18 learning difficulties. This set of student difficulties provides a potential basis for improving HCI design education. Finally, we discuss implications of this study for future research on HCI design pedagogy and educational practice. Our contributions are: (1) A set of difficulties computing students may face when learning and applying software interface design concepts, with examples; and (2) Validation of these difficulties from educators who teach interface design to computing students, with examples.

RELATED WORK: HCI & UX PEDAGOGY

HCI has many of its roots in traditional CS programs, though it encompasses many disciplines. Faia’la's Design Enterprise Model (DEM) [18] situates design, especially interface and interaction design, as a core competency for students learning HCI principles. Design skills are known to be difficult to teach and learn within HCI education contexts [18, 64, 68]. As discussed in the introduction, computing students often fail to engage meaningfully with the designerly aspects of HCI [33, 48, 60] or erroneously view design as easy, inessential work [15, 17]. HCI educators, who (especially in computing-focused departments) may not have design backgrounds, often struggle to assess design-related work adequately [9, 65]. HCI educators often face a time crunch in already overcrowded computing curricula as well, [15, 30], forcing educators to prioritize some topics and exclude others, which leads to wide variation in HCI coursework and course content.

To address these challenges, prior work has explored the efficacy of the studio approach for HCI design topics. Studios are intended to be “bridges” [7] between education and professional settings, providing a semi-authentic environment for students to develop skills they will use in future workplaces. While this body of work has provided valuable insights into how an HCI classroom can be structured, computing students may experience difficulty learning in studio environments due to their unstructured nature [36, 60]. Educators have also reported significant challenges successfully teaching studio-based classes [48], at least some of which were centered around motivating students to engage with concepts.

The related field of user experience (UX) pedagogy has explored the space of teaching and learning software interface design more extensively, often with potential implications for HCI education. Getto and Beecher drew on their combined expertise from teaching and industry to propose a model for incorporating UX education into existing higher education curricula [20]. Gray et al. subsequently proposed a model of the interactions that occur between individual and group competence in professional UX contexts: Individual knowledge (often gained through formal education) forms a basis for individual competence, but it also interacts with informally gained knowledge which comes from the group or organizational context [27]. Both formal and informal learning play a role in UX competence under this model, which suggests a need to study learning difficulties in both contexts to gain a complete picture of students’ educational experiences.

In both HCI and UX pedagogy, prior work has leveraged the frame of learning difficulties to gain insights into how to improve education. This kind of framing is beneficial to both students and educators [64]. Getto and Beecher’s investigation identified the presence of significant institutional barriers to implementation of UX education and provided strategies for surmounting these barriers by calling for increased partnerships between academia and industry, though it did not directly address student learning difficulties [20]. Siegel and Stolterman framed their study of non-designers transitioning into design roles around a set of observed student learning barriers, which they drew upon to propose a framework for designing instructional activities for HCI design classrooms [64]. However, this particular study drew on the experiences of students of many different educational backgrounds taking part in a design-focused program. In contrast, our investigation seeks to understand the experiences of students with a specific (computing-based) educational background enrolled in a program where design is not the main focus. We seek to extend this body of work which uses student learning difficulties as a focus to inform HCI education around software interface design principles.

STUDY 1: STUDENT PERSPECTIVES

Method: Surveys and Interviews

To begin identifying the kinds of difficulties computing students face when learning software interface design skills, we collected and analyzed data from both surveys and interviews.

Surveys of Students Formally Learning Design

We surveyed undergraduate computing students enrolled in introductory software interface design classes at two large, public, U.S. universities:

- Computer science students enrolled in a course at University 1 (U1A), which focused on usability principles. This course was only mandatory for students enrolled in a non-default option within their major, and was generally taken in students’ 3rd or 4th year.

- Information science students enrolled in a course at University 2 (two sections – U2B and U2C) focused on design methods [12] with a human-centered design model. This course was mandatory for all students in the major and typically taken in students’ 2nd year or later. We considered the information science students at University 2 to have computing backgrounds due to the highly technical nature of their program and its strong emphasis on software development.

Due to the sequencing of the universities’ programs, this was likely the first formal exposure to software interface design concepts for many students.

The surveys we used at each university contained similar items, adjusted only to fit the particular class’s context. We prompted
students to “Write down any questions you still have about prototyping [or other relevant design topic] after today’s lesson.” We elicited learning difficulties by asking for students’ questions about design-related topics (as opposed to asking them to directly report the nature of their struggle) because students may not have had the language or awareness to accurately identify the causes of their confusion, especially if they were new to design work and unfamiliar with terminology.

We also collected demographic data to verify students’ fit with the population of study, including students’ self-reported fields of study (to verify they were computing-related) and their self-reported experience with designing interfaces (to verify their novice status). We did not collect further demographic information (e.g. gender, race/ethnicity, age) both because we wished to keep the survey lightweight and because we did not believe it to be relevant to the topic of study during this initial investigation. At University 1, we administered the surveys electronically via a link sent to a learning management system; At University 2, a researcher attended the classes and administered surveys to students on paper.

From these three courses at two universities, we collected 117 responses (U1A: 13, U2B: 33, U2C: 71) representing perspectives from 88 students (U1A: 9, U2B: 41, U2C: 38) since some students wrote multiple questions.

**Interviews with Students Informally Learning Design**

The perspectives collected through the above surveys represent learning difficulties experienced in formal educational contexts. However, learning can also occur in informal contexts, such as on the job or while working on software design projects for external clients. We therefore conducted interviews with developers who had practiced software interface design in diverse contexts, allowing us additional insight into informal learning processes. To qualify for an interview, participants needed to (a) self-identify as having a computing background, (b) have designed an interface for at least one piece of software, and (c) self-identify as a novice-to-intermediate software interface designer. We recruited participants through mailing lists and forum announcements and provided incentives of $20 to those who completed the interview. Though we did not limit our recruitment to students only, all interview participants were current or recently graduated undergraduate and graduate computing students. Therefore, we refer to interviewees as students when reporting results.

Interview participants met with a researcher on University 2’s campus for a semi-structured interview consisting of two main sections. First, participants relayed their background and education, including details about how they first learned to design software interfaces. Second, participants described the most recent piece of software for which they had designed or created a software interface, then walked the interviewer through their design process in as much detail as they could recall. After that, they discussed their “typical” design process (whether or not it aligned with their most recent project) and any particular challenges they recalled during design work.

We conducted 15 interviews in total. Participants described interface design work in a wide array of contexts, ranging from intensive year-long projects with external clients such as graduate capstones, to entirely on-the-job self-teaching of design principles and concepts, providing rich insights into varied learning difficulties. We audio-recorded and transcribed the interviews, and took handwritten notes during the interviews to provide context. In total, we collected and analyzed about 245 minutes of audio.

**Qualitative Analysis**

Two researchers performed the qualitative analyses:

- The 1st author, a computing education researcher with five years of research experience in HCI and design methods, including two years researching the overlap of software interface design and computing education.

- The 2nd author, a research assistant with one year of research experience in computing education and design methods as well as one year of UX design experience.

First, the two researchers collaboratively affinity diagrammed the 117 survey responses to generate initial themes for our coding effort with a sensitizing concept of types of learning difficulty [53]. Through iterative refinement and discussion, the researchers identified 13 types of difficulties, which formed the basis of the code set used in subsequent analysis.

Next, the researchers performed two rounds of deductive qualitative coding on the transcribed interview data, segmented by sentence for analysis. In the first round of coding, to scope the amount of data to analyze, the researchers marked each sentence in the interview transcript as containing (1–N) or not containing (0) evidence to suggest the presence of a learning difficulty. Sentences could contain multiple types of learning difficulties, in which case researchers marked the number of distinct types present. The researchers conducted the first round of coding collaboratively over three 1-hour meetings, discussing interpretations and eventually achieving agreement.

The second round of deductive coding focused on sentences that contained at least one type of difficulty. The researchers divided the data set and each qualitatively coded half the data using the code set of learning difficulties identified in the surveys as a basis. We allowed for multiple codes per sentence (since one long sentence might contain evidence of many types of difficulties) and no codes per sentence (since an interview participant might talk about a new type of difficulty not observed in the survey data). Once the researchers finished their respective deductive analyses, they met to discuss interpretations and address any discrepancies in the application of the code set, then adjusted their coded data as needed.

Finally, for sentences in the interview data that appeared to contain difficulties but did not fit into our existing code set, the researchers collaboratively affinity diagrammed and inductively coded the sentences to identify themes. This inductive analysis identified two additional types of learning difficulties that were not present in the survey data. Adding these two new difficulties produced an updated set of 15 total student-reported learning difficulties, encompassing data from both the surveys and the interviews.
Table 1. Descriptions of student-reported learning difficulties identified in Study 1 surveys and interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Student Learning Difficulty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHAT</td>
<td>What is design?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHY</td>
<td>Why do we do this design activity in this way?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW</td>
<td>How do I perform this design method?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>How/where do I find a design resource?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT</td>
<td>How do I adapt parts of this design into my design?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNTH</td>
<td>How do I interpret this feedback?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM</td>
<td>How do I work with my teammates effectively?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAGE</td>
<td>How do I work with clients and stakeholders effectively?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMIT</td>
<td>How do I design with limited resources?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPE</td>
<td>How do I scope this design problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAGE</td>
<td>When should I move to the next design stage?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVAL</td>
<td>How can I choose between options?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIAS</td>
<td>How can I avoid biasing my design?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVRS</td>
<td>How do I design for diversity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Am I the kind of person that can or should do design?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Descriptions of student-reported learning difficulties identified in Study 1 surveys and interviews.

Study 1 Results: Student-Reported Difficulties

Table 1 describes the 15 student-reported difficulties we found during our analysis. We adhere to the perspective on qualitative coding presented by Hammer and Berland [31], treating the results of our coding effort as organizations of claims about data rather than quantitative data (i.e., measuring inter-rater reliability) in and of themselves. As a result, we do not report code frequencies, preferring instead to focus on descriptions of code instances observed in our data. For ease of reference, we assign each learning difficulty observed in Study 1 a tag by which we refer to it throughout the paper (see Table 1). Due to length constraints, we illustrate each difficulty by providing two representative quotes: One from the survey data and one from the interview transcripts (or two from the interviews, if the difficulty was not observed in surveys). IDs preceding survey quotes (e.g. U2C) represent the university and class of the quoted student. IDs preceding interview quotes represent the speaker (e.g. P8). We then provide a short description of each difficulty by characterizing common themes that represented it in surveys and interviews.

WHAT: What is design?

• U2C: “I’m confused about what exactly counts as a prototype? Does it have to be a physical object?”

• P8: “[Researcher asks how they first learned design.] I did not. [laughs] I just did it. ... I don’t think I’ve actually ever been told how things should be or how things should look... I have no knowledge of how I *should* design things.”

WHAT difficulties occurred when a student lacked declarative knowledge, such as facts about design. Students reporting these kinds of learning difficulties were confused about the nature of various design objects (e.g. prototypes, wireframes) and activities (e.g. stakeholder analysis, sketching). In the surveys, though some WHAT difficulties should be expected with novice designers, students still reported uncertainty about the nature of design concepts directly after lessons on that topic, as the U2C student did above after a lesson on prototyping. In interviews, students reported WHAT difficulties when they discussed having to do design work without much (if any) formal training. Recall that an inclusion criteria for the interviews was that the participant had designed at least one software interface; despite this, some of the interviewees reported that they did not even know what UX design was when they began their projects, or that they never had a concrete design process.

WHY: Why do we do this design activity in this way?

• U2C: “The thing I made on prototype won’t show on the actual app. What’s [the] point for us to prototype useless interface?”

• P5: “So unfortunately user experience was the last part of it. ... We started off by making it a very useful tool. And usable, but then usable came second.”

WHY difficulties arose when students did not understand the reasoning behind performing a design activity in a particular way. In the surveys, these difficulties manifested as questions about why students were spending time working on interfaces (prototypes) that were not the actual end products, as well as questions about the reasoning behind particular design methods’ utilities (such as brainstorming in isolation before bringing your ideas to a large group). WHY difficulties did not necessarily prevent students from practicing design: Students reporting them in interviews still completed design work, though they simultaneously reported confusion about the rationale behind design tasks. This led some students to question the importance of design work overall (such as P5 described above) and put off interface design work until the final stages of implementation.

HOW: How do I perform this design method?

• U2B: “How do we deal with having more than one design in the beginning? ... How do you compare ideas?”

• P7: “[We used] trial and error... My mentor and I would have an idea, we’d implement it, and we’d test it with people. And then it would crash and burn and work terribly.”

Students who reported HOW difficulties in the surveys asked questions about how to perform the steps of different design methods. In the interviews, students like P7 often knew that their current practices were not necessarily optimal, but they did not know what steps they could take toward formal design methods. Interview participants that indicated these types of difficulties sometimes went on to describe how confusing their (lack of a) design process was, or how the resulting design was poor quality and took longer to finalize than expected.

INFO: How/where do I find a design resource?

• P14: “When you learn new software, you don’t know what the software is capable of doing. [P14 describes how they would follow YouTube tutorials when available.] But there’s sometimes things that I cannot look for [with] tutorials. There’s no tutorial online about the topic that I want to go in. ... all little skills that I needed to pick up because someone didn’t teach me that.”

• P12: “It was just us developers trying to do as well as we can. I hadn’t studied the UX process before. ... While I was working, I just would consume as many articles as I could on the web. But there was no process I could follow.”

We only observed INFO difficulties in the interview data. These kinds of difficulties most often manifested as students sought information to help them design – whether in the form
of a tutorial, a description of a design method, an article about interface design, or an example to inform their design. Interview participants who indicated they struggled with INFO difficulties sometimes recalled that issues finding resources slowed their progress or prevented them from doing design work altogether. INFO difficulties often came up when students had to learn design concepts independently (i.e., that their coursework had not taught them).

**ADAPT:** How do I adapt parts of this design into my design?

- **P11:** “I found some websites for [design] references in different systems. But, it’s like, this looks pretty, but how do I apply it to my prototype? I don’t know how to do that.”

- **P14:** “It’s better for me to look for how people do it because when they’re doing it, I can learn about other stuff as well as how the system works and how do they come together to achieve the thing that I want to do... Later when I start to get used to the software, I would change a little bit. It’s like, oh, okay, here they do [a transition] like 0.5 second, I can do like 0.3... Start doing those little changes that is fitting my expectation more.”

**ADAPT** difficulties also only appeared in the interview data. These difficulties revolved around students’ struggles to adapt elements of an example to their own designs. “Stealing” successful solutions to analogous design problems [23, 32] and composing features of those ideas to create novel solutions [51, 66] are both known design proficiencies, but computing students reporting **ADAPT** difficulties struggled to perform these tasks. Some students who reported this kind of difficulty were on teams consisting only of software developers (no designers) and felt they did not have anyone to turn to for assistance. In any case, students experiencing these difficulties often took longer than they expected to finish design tasks due to the extra time needed to adapt designs.

**SYNTH:** How do I interpret this feedback?

- **U1A:** “How do I prioritize the information/research I’ve completed so that I can properly inform my design?”

- **P9:** “Our findings from research were in a different format than the design itself. So it’s going from that stuff [results], like, we were doing an affinity analysis of findings from the research, from that to the visual layout and stuff like that. ... [You] kind of have to double check to make sure that you’re actually doing the research justice and you’re actually serving their needs in this new interface [version].”

Students who reported **SYNTH** difficulties often struggled to synthesize feedback they received from critique sessions or user evaluations in ways that could inform subsequent design choices. In the surveys, students who experienced this difficulty often asked about how to derive requirements from broad initial research efforts, as well as how to determine the severity of usability issues discovered through testing. In interviews, students who struggled with **SYNTH** difficulties spoke about uncertainty over whether their interpretations of feedback were “correct,” especially when the feedback received did not correspond to an obvious design decision. Students also reported interpreting feedback incorrectly (i.e., in ways that did not make the interface more usable or useful), which required extra time and resources to remedy the error.

**TEAM:** How do I work with my teammates effectively?

- **U2C:** “How to efficiently communicate with team members?”

- **P15:** “The initial developer I worked with, from the [country name] team, he had come with this fixed mindset about how much effort he needed to put in, not how much effort was actually required for the project. It was more like, ‘Oh, okay, maybe we do need to do all this [work], but I’m only going to put in this much amount of time.’”

Collaboration with teammates on design work was often difficult for students. Students reported **TEAM** difficulties effectively communicating ideas to others, resolving conflicts (such as over differing interpretations of results or ownership of ideas), or working alongside teammates who did not want to put in sufficient time to do design work well. Students reported that **TEAM** difficulties slowed their progress, and a few students said they wished they had received training on how to effectively design in teams.

**STAKE:** How do I work with clients/stakeholders effectively?

- **U2C:** “Is it true that clients don’t know what they want until they have seen a lot of things they don’t want?”

- **P9:** “The biggest issue that jumps to mind is the jargon that we [designers] use... Eventually, if you’re in these environments, you just use it to describe normal situations. And then once you’re with users... You have to kind of catch yourself, when you’re describing something is going to be used or how you’re going to collect information... explaining these concepts to non-technical users.”

Students also reported difficulties collaborating with clients and stakeholders on design projects. **STAKE** difficulties manifested when students struggled to elicit requirements, communicate domain-specific information, or present results of design work to clients who lacked design domain expertise. In some cases, such as P9’s above, students had to adapt their communication styles around clients and stakeholders, which many found difficult. In other cases, **STAKE** difficulties arose when students collaborated poorly with clients, which prevented the students from gaining access to needed resources.

**LIMIT:** How do I design with limited resources?

- **U2C:** “How to balance creativity and do-ability?”

- **P5:** “We started working on it [the design] and realized that maybe we should have asked them [users] that question, and then that becomes the second iteration, which is costly in terms of time and money, ... You don’t want to go in iterations. You want to actually spend time to get lesser iterations of things. Ask the right questions the first time.”

Students often reported difficulties managing limited resources—whether the resource in question was time, money, access to users, or other constraints imposed by the environment they were working in. In surveys, students questioned how to prioritize design tasks based on cost-effectiveness,
time-efficiency, and feasibility of implementation. In the interviews, students reported struggling with tight deadlines (especially those that forced them to change their planned designs), accessing representative users, and balancing practical concerns with the desire to meet all design goals. Students who experienced LIMIT difficulties sometimes had to skip parts of the design process or otherwise leave out features.

**SCOPE:** How do I scope this design problem?
- U1A: “How do you define a design problem?”
- P9: “Sometimes there is changing expectations ... There’s certain things that we just couldn’t do anymore ... scope, basically. Challenging to figure out, if we have one intention and that ends up not being feasible, how do we still honor the users, the expectations and requirements, while having to compromise on other parts of the application.”

Students reported SCOPE difficulties when they tried to define the boundaries of design problems. These attempts at scoping sometimes occurred at the beginning of the design process, when students first began to decide on what they wanted to create. SCOPE difficulties also occurred in the middle of students’ design processes as students realized that their initial conception of the problem was not adequate—a known byproduct of the design process in literature (c.f. “productive failure” as described in [57]). Students who struggled with SCOPE difficulties reported delays in getting started or having to do “extra” unwanted iteration.

**STAGE:** When should I move to the next design stage?
- U2B: “How many ideas is too many [during ideation]? When do you know you have enough?”
- P5: “It [the project]’s still not done yet, and I don’t think there will ever be a point. I think we’re going to keep taking suggestions. For me personally, I don’t think we ever reach a point where everybody becomes happy.”

Students often reported STAGE difficulties in the middle of their design processes, especially when trying to determine criteria which signified the need to move on with design work. Students wanted to know what was “good enough” to move on from brainstorming, how many user studies or usability tests needed to be run, or what constituted enough prototype iterations created. Those who experienced STAGE difficulties reported frustration with design work that never seemed to be “done” (similar to P5 above) and confusion over when design requirements were adequately met.

**EVAL:** How can I choose between options?
- U2B: “How do you choose the right method for the job?”
- P10: “We actually conduct different interviews with different user groups. Then we understand each groups’ pain points, then kinda have to try to solve all the pain points at the same time. But of course, it’s really hard. This is why sometimes you have to do some tradeoffs. ... For this one [project] we only focus on one of the user groups.”

EVAL difficulties arose when students struggled to evaluate which of several options was most fit for their project. In the surveys, students asked questions about deciding on the “best” or “ideal” design method or activity, as well as how to decide between multiple applicable approaches. In interviews, students who reported EVAL difficulties spoke about the difficulty inherent in evaluating tradeoffs when trying to satisfy the requirements of competing design goals and deciding which user needs to prioritize over others. Students who did not know how to progress past EVAL difficulties sometimes reported spending more time than they would have liked in planning stages, or choosing arbitrarily between options without grounding the decision in design rationale.

**BIAS:** How can I avoid biasing my design?
- U1A: “How do we know if a project is truly [sic] a usability issue or if we are displaying confirmation bias?”
- P8: “I don’t think I’ve actually ever been told how things should be or how things should look ... I just judge based on things I’ve seen that I like. I kind of evaluate everything as *F* look at it. But I have no idea how other people will interact with it.”

Students who reported BIAS difficulties struggled to prevent their own inclinations and biases from impacting their design decisions. In the surveys, students often reported being aware that their biases could influence their designs (as in the above survey response), but did not know what to do about it or how to recognize when it had happened. In the interviews, students experienced BIAS difficulties when they assumed that if they personally found the design aesthetically pleasing and usable, others surely would as well. Sometimes, like P8 described above, students did not know any better ways to design interfaces than simply relying on their own evaluations. Students who reported these difficulties often later (e.g. during user testing) found that their designs were not as high quality as they had believed, leading some to start over completely.

**DIVRS:** How do I design for diversity?
- U2C: “How do you design an application that works for everyone?”
- P1: “[When designing] I’m thinking about how do I build something for the people that I don’t understand, necessarily, their cultural experiences or how they view, or their perception of something. ... It [the application] was supposed to be specific to [region other than designer’s place of residence], but you know, when it comes to development stuff, there’s just so, so many differences between culture and that kind of thing that it still makes it difficult.”

DIVRS difficulties imply that students struggled to perspective-take or empathize with their interface’s target users. Students reported difficulties designing for diverse abilities and usage styles, especially when users’ experiences were very dissimilar to their own. Difficulties around DIVRS often came up alongside designing for accessibility or inclusion, but were part of broader discussions around usability as well, especially when students began to realize that people could interpret designs quite differently. Students who reported DIVRS difficulties in the interviews sometimes went on to describe how their design solutions failed to represent users’ true needs, and were therefore less useful than intended.
ID: Am I the kind of person that can/should do design?
• U2C: “Is design an easy job that everyone can do?”
• P7: “I’m a person who does design to fill the need of there being design done. ... If I compare myself to people who identify as UX designers, I think they spend a lot more time with wireframes and paper prototypes and thinking about the theory behind their designs. I don’t really identify as a UX designer. I’m just a person who designs things. I build stuff and test it, and if it doesn’t work I change it.”

ID difficulties were one of the least commonly observed in our data, though potentially some of the most problematic. These kinds of learning difficulties manifested in the surveys when students asked about intrinsic qualities designers should possess to be successful. In the interviews, students’ ID difficulties sometimes manifested when students were reluctant to claim the title of designer, even when they clearly performed design tasks, like P7 above. Students reporting this reluctance spoke about designing out of necessity rather than choice (e.g., they were working on a developer team with no designers) and not feeling like they actually “did” design work, even if they had clearly made design decisions and performed design activities. ID difficulties may be tied to a lack of design self-efficacy [3]: Students may not have been confident in their design abilities, and thus chose not to identify as designers.

STUDY 2: EDUCATOR PERSPECTIVES
The student perspectives represented in the previous section are important to understand HCI education learning difficulties, especially as the 15 difficulties we found were observed across multiple learning contexts. However, educators can also provide perspectives on learning difficulties in the HCI classroom, which can consist of multiple years of experience watching their students struggle to learn software interface design concepts. To learn from these experiences, and to further validate the existence of the student difficulties presented above, we designed and deployed an online survey.

Method
Survey Structure
We created and deployed the English-only educator survey using an online survey platform. The survey began by verifying that the educator met inclusion criteria: (a) 18 years of age or older, (b) taught computing students (here, presented as “students who may create software interfaces in their future careers” to signal inclusion of non-CS departments), and (c) taught software interface design concepts to these students. To learn from these experiences, and to further validate the existence of the student difficulties presented above, we designed and deployed an online survey.

For each of the 15 difficulties, we presented educators with a description of the difficulty type (similar to the text in Table 1), then asked them to report if they had observed this type of difficulty in their classes. Educators could respond in three ways: “Yes”, “No, but I believe students might experience this difficulty”, or “No, and I don’t believe this difficulty exists.” The two “No” variants added a small amount of descriptive data to an otherwise closed-ended survey response and allow us to better understand educators’ perceptions of these difficulties. We held the order of items corresponding to WHAT and WHY difficulties constant across surveys to allow educators to acclimate to the question format, since we believed these two kinds of difficulties to be easily identifiable to educators. The subsequent order of items corresponding to the other difficulties was randomized to limit fatigue effects.

To supplement the above closed-ended survey responses with qualitative data, we included one open-ended item asking educators to describe an interesting instance of student learning difficulty they had observed. We hoped for this item to surface learning difficulties we had not observed in Study 1. Finally, we ended the survey with demographic questions about educators’ backgrounds and a field for educators to leave their email if they were open to a follow-up interview.

Recruiting & Respondents
We recruited through four channels, offering a high-level summary of the survey’s responses and implications for teaching as an incentive:

• Twitter. Our tweet received 7,204 impressions, 18 retweets, and 21 likes, and 33 clicks on the link by survey close.

• A closed Facebook HCI educator group with 217 members. The post was seen by 80 members and received 3 likes.

• Two Slack groups (40 members and 54 members) targeted at HCI educators, whose membership likely overlapped significantly with the Facebook group due to shared leadership.

• Targeted emails (77 total) to HCI and interface design educators who provided their contact information to the research team during previous studies relating to this topic.

The survey remained open for 26 days, with the majority of responses received in the 1st week. We received 52 responses to the survey. Of those 52, 36 finished the entire survey (a drop out rate of 30.8%), and of those 36, 35 (97.2%) met our inclusion criteria. We discarded the 17 responses that were unfinished or did not meet inclusion criteria. The results below therefore represent perspectives from 35 HCI educators who teach software interface design concepts to computing students. To put the 35 responses in perspective, in recent proceedings, a few hundred institutions publish HCI-related work at the ACM CHI conference each year. Assuming one educator who fits our target population at each institution, our 35 responses might represent 5-10% of the current population of HCI educators. While this number is still relatively small, we feel that it is representative enough to provide initial insights, especially since many educators reported similar themes in their open-ended responses (suggesting saturation).

Table 2 shows an overview of educators’ demographics. Most taught in the United States at large, public universities, and most self-reported their main field of study or practice as HCI or CS. The educators reported a wide range of years of teaching experience, though most reported 1-5 years of overall experience and 1-5 years of experience specifically teaching interface design skills to computing students.
1. For the data that indicated new difficulties, the analysts presented below. As before, we do not treat the results of this analysis as quantitative data, but rather as an organization of qualitative data.

**Follow-up Interviews**

To further explore educators’ perspectives, we followed up with a subset of the educators who both left their email and answered the open-ended question about an interesting instance of student learning difficulty. The goals of these follow-up emails included clarifying details of educators’ responses and gaining insight into educators’ perceptions of the student learning difficulties. Of the 35 educators, 17 provided both contact information and an description of a time they noticed students struggle. The 1st author reached out to 13 of these educators by email with targeted questions about their open ended responses. Of these, 8 responded, providing additional qualitative data.

**Qualitative Analysis**

We combined the data received from educators’ follow-up interviews with the data from the open-ended responses on the survey. The resulting data consisted of a set of qualitative descriptions of student learning difficulties, encompassing perspectives from 27 of our 35 educators. To analyze this data, the same pair of researchers from Study 1 performed a thematic analysis [55]. The primary analyst (1st author) examined the text of the qualitative data and annotated it with memos indicating each time an educator wrote about a type of student learning difficulty. The secondary analyst (2nd author) did the same, verifying the primary analyst’s notations and adding their own. The two analysts then collaboratively affinity diagrammed the memoized data with a sensitizing concept of types of learning difficulty to align with the analysis perspective used in Study 1. Loosely, this resulted in two categories of data: Student learning difficulties that we identified in Study 1 (which served to verify the existence of student-reported difficulties), and new difficulties that we had not observed in Study 1. For the data that indicated new difficulties, the analysts performed a subsequent round of collaborative inductive coding to surface 3 new types of student learning difficulties, which we present below. As before, we do not treat the results of this analysis as quantitative data, but rather as an organization of claims about data [31].

**Study 2 Results: Educator-Reported Difficulties**

Table 3 shows the results for the closed-ended survey questions about the student-reported difficulties from Study 1. For each of the 15 student-reported learning difficulties, at least some educators reported they had observed it in their classes. Educators’ open-ended responses also described instances of nearly all of the struggles that students had self-reported in Study 1 (see Table 4 in the Discussion for an overview).

Our qualitative analysis of educators’ open-ended responses discovered three additional learning difficulties beyond those we discovered in Study 1. The overarching theme tying these three difficulties together was that students did not necessarily perceive difficulties they experience as struggles, even though, from an educator’s perspective, it was clear that the student was not successfully learning or applying design knowledge. One educator characterized these difficulties as follows:

\[\text{“Often the problems I see are best categorized as “unknown unknowns” — where the student confidently concludes they know what to do next, how to ask a question, or how to apply a design principle (or decide they don’t need to apply it), but are actually wrong.”}\]

**WARP:** Students hold inaccurate perceptions of design

Some educators reported that their students held inaccurate perceptions of what design entailed or how it related to technical (programming) work. For instance, one educator described how making the interface design class mandatory for software engineering majors revealed resistance to learning:

\[\text{“[M]any of the students actually had little to no interest in engaging with the material and often had condescending comments such as “I don’t get the point of all this requirements gathering”... definitely was a challenge to explain to a lot of these students why design thinking mattered.”}\]

Other educators reported similar resistance in their classes, relying that students who thought interface design was only about making the software “look pretty” sometimes failed to engage with class material enough to learn anything. One educator tied WARP difficulties to design self-efficacy:

\[\text{“A lot of students have been conditioned to think that they “can’t” do certain things (e.g. drawing), and it’s really hard}\]

### Table 2. Demographics of the 35 educators who responded to the Study 2 survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Main Field</th>
<th>Years Teaching (Total)</th>
<th>Years Teaching HCI</th>
<th>Main Teaching Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US:</td>
<td>HCI:</td>
<td>&lt;1 year: 0</td>
<td>&lt;1 year: 2</td>
<td>Large, public university: 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada:</td>
<td>CS:</td>
<td>1-5 years: 15</td>
<td>1-5 years: 15</td>
<td>Small, public university: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany:</td>
<td>Soft. Eng:</td>
<td>5-10 years: 5</td>
<td>5-10 years: 5</td>
<td>Large, private university: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria:</td>
<td>Design:</td>
<td>10-20 years: 6</td>
<td>10-20 years: 8</td>
<td>Small, private university: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark:</td>
<td>CSCW:</td>
<td>20+ years: 9</td>
<td>20+ years: 4</td>
<td>Community/Junior College: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco:</td>
<td>Web Design:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professional training program: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines:</td>
<td>User Research:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other (did not report): 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK:</td>
<td>UX:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Frequency of educator responses on the Study 2 survey for items corresponding to student-reported learning difficulties from Study 1. Percentages indicate proportions out of 35.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Yes, seen it</th>
<th>No, but might exist</th>
<th>No, does not exist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHAT</td>
<td>19 (54.3%)</td>
<td>14 (40.0%)</td>
<td>2 (5.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHY</td>
<td>22 (62.9%)</td>
<td>13 (37.1%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW</td>
<td>21 (60.0%)</td>
<td>13 (37.1%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>15 (42.9%)</td>
<td>14 (40.0%)</td>
<td>6 (17.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT</td>
<td>13 (37.1%)</td>
<td>17 (48.6%)</td>
<td>5 (14.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNTH</td>
<td>23 (65.7%)</td>
<td>11 (31.4%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM</td>
<td>31 (88.6%)</td>
<td>4 (11.4%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAKE</td>
<td>18 (51.4%)</td>
<td>15 (42.9%)</td>
<td>2 (5.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMIT</td>
<td>24 (68.6%)</td>
<td>10 (28.6%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOPE</td>
<td>30 (85.7%)</td>
<td>5 (14.3%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAGE</td>
<td>25 (71.4%)</td>
<td>9 (25.7%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVAL</td>
<td>21 (60.0%)</td>
<td>13 (37.1%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIAS</td>
<td>17 (48.6%)</td>
<td>17 (48.6%)</td>
<td>1 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVRS</td>
<td>19 (54.3%)</td>
<td>13 (37.1%)</td>
<td>3 (8.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>14 (40.0%)</td>
<td>18 (51.4%)</td>
<td>3 (8.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to get them out of the mindset. It sometimes turned into stubbornness, where a small number of students have tried to “prove” they don’t need interaction design to do things and they know better.”

These difficulties are consistent with prior work in HCI education reporting inaccurate perceptions of interface design from computing students [15, 25].

STUCK: Students fixate on conventional design patterns
Educators also reported that students often adopted elements of conventional designs without considering if these elements fit their specific design goals, assuming that there were certain aspects of interfaces that were “not allowed” to be changed:

“[S]tudents struggle most with thinking deeply about the root cause of usability issues and rethinking bigger decisions... Students are often most comfortable adopting what they see as a standard design or approach and have a harder time rethinking fundamental assumptions [that] they never considered to be explicit choices at all.”

One educator elaborated that STUCK difficulties prevented students from designing software that fit their users’ needs:

“In many cases it seems they had a solution in mind and focussed [sic] on this solution rather than finding out more about the participants.”

Design fixation is a known problem for novice designers, who may not even be aware that they are fixating [38].

RUSH: Students rush to implement and discount design work
Finally, educators reported that students often rushed through the early stages of design work and focused entirely too much on implementation details. One educator reported their students rushed through prototyping:

“Many students like to jump into creating a higher-fidelity prototype from the beginning. They struggle to justify why it is important to start implementing their design ideas through low-fidelity prototyping.”

Another reported that RUSH difficulties might lead students to focus on low-level details before solidifying the high-level structure of their designs:

“Confusion between wireframing and high fidelity mockups. Students might spend time on visual design while still in the ideation/architecture stage.”

One educator related RUSH difficulties to the way prior classes conditioned students to approach programming problems:

“They tend to approach interface design like programming in that they assume that if they do the steps and get some results, then they are successful. It’s something of a “as long as it compiles and runs on the test data, my job is done” mentality. I find the most success when I (or my TAs) push them to consider many of the issues you brought up [in the survey]; otherwise they will just get things done as quickly as possible, a bad recipe for interface design.”

Educators reported that students who struggled with RUSH difficulties produced designs that provided little value to their users, though students often failed to identify this behavior as the cause of their poor results.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The goal of our study was to identify different kinds of difficulties computing students face when learning about software interface design in order to support the development of HCI pedagogy. Table 4 lists each type of difficulty we observed and the data sources supporting it, including relevant ties to prior work. We found at least four overarching categories of difficulty reported by students and educators:

- **Difficulties around how to do design work (WHAT, WHY, HOW, INFO, ADAPT, and SYNTH).** These arose when students struggled to understand the mechanics of interface design work, and often slowed down or prevented students’ progress on design problems.

- **Difficulties around project management skills (TEAM, STAKE, and LIMIT).** These arose when students struggled to collaborate with others or manage limited resources, sometimes leading to communication breakdowns or the abandonment of parts of the design process.

- **Difficulties around the wickedness of design problems (SCOPE, STAGE, and EVAL).** These arose when students struggled with the “wickedness” [61] of design problems with unclear definitions and no definitively correct answers. Students facing these difficulties reported frustration and confusion over the ambiguity of design work.

- **Difficulties around distorted perspectives (BIAS, DIVRS, ID, WARP, STUCK, and RUSH).** These arose when students either had difficulties taking the perspectives of others, or when they did not realize that their own perspectives were at odds with designing high quality interfaces. Students may or may not have realized they faced these difficulties.

The set of 18 student learning difficulties presented in this paper provides one component of the knowledge needed to more effectively teach software interface design concepts to computing students. For some of the difficulties (WHAT, WHY, HOW, INFO, ADAPT, TEAM, STAKE, SCOPE, BIAS, DIVRS, ID, WARP, and STUCK), prior work from learning science, HCI, software engineering, or design education indicates that they might be difficult for students who are novice designers (see Table 4). Others (SYNTH, LIMIT, STAGE, EVAL, and RUSH) appear to be undiscussed in relevant prior literature, which may imply that they are unique to this topic and audience.

Though the data we collected was rich, some aspects of our study design limit the generalizability of these findings. Due to the high variation between HCI courses across institutions, we cannot be sure that these observations generalize across all contexts. For Study 1, our surveys gathered data from students at only one single instant during instruction and were presented slightly differently to fit the context of each class. The surveys also were only deployed at two U.S. based universities. Our Study 1 interviews were conducted in-person on a university campus, which may have limited participation. Further, students in Study 1 likely varied in their ability to reflect on their own learning. The educators’ perspectives
provided in Study 2 expanded our understanding of student learning difficulties, but they also came from a relatively small number of educators who fit our inclusion criteria. Several factors likely influenced what kind of data we were able to collect, such as the timing of the survey’s deployment, the kind of educators who were motivated enough to answer our survey, and educators’ own abilities to reflect upon and recall students’ experiences in their classes. To safeguard against these limitations, we relied on extensive use of triangulation with multiple data sources and with prior work, as seen in Table 4. However, some of the interpretations we present might have been different if we had studied other students or other teachers. Future work in this area should attempt to discover if these difficulties persist across varied educational contexts and whether other difficulties exist that we did not observe.

Nonetheless, our findings reveal a number of interesting implications for research. For instance, how prevalent are these difficulties in broader contexts? Under what conditions (e.g., studio-based vs. traditional lecture-based classes) might computing students experience these kinds of difficulties more or less often? As HCI expands beyond higher education into primary and secondary curricula (like Exploring Computer Science [24] or Code.org [1]), will these learning difficulties still hold? And what are effective strategies to mitigate students’ learning difficulties that fit these categories? The RUSH difficulty revealed by educators in Study 2 also suggests an interesting hypothesis: the way we teach computing students to create software and write code may make them less likely to succeed at interface design work. Future work in this area should explore the extent to which prior computing knowledge influences students’ experiences with these difficulties.

Our results also contribute to the discourse around pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) [63] development for HCI design education. PCK is domain-specific [29, 35, 37] and consists of knowledge of pedagogical strategies to teach a particular topic, in a particular context, to a particular audience. Exact definitions of the components of PCK vary (c.f. [8, 19, 50]), but knowledge of student learning difficulties is generally considered a core aspect. Our field has only begun to investigate the nature of computing PCK within the past decade, from primary and secondary learning environments [6, 21, 49, 59, 67], to both general [34, 35] and specific [39, 40, 44, 47, 52, 53, 69] aspects of post-secondary CS education. A prior study of ours did explore PCK for teaching software interface design skills [53], but it was scoped specifically to teaching a particular gender-inclusive interface design method and focused on educators’ pedagogical strategies rather than students’ perspectives. Therefore, the set of student learning difficulties described in this paper provides some of the first foundations for future research on PCK for general HCI design education. Further exploring this space might enable more effective use of instruction time in HCI classes (which are known to suffer from time constraints already [15]) through the development of more effective learning materials, or even help shorten the onboarding time for new HCI design educators—an important pursuit to ensure we have enough teachers to keep pace with the rapid growth of computing education.

Equipped with this better understanding of student learning difficulties, we can begin to deepen our understanding of how to provide computing students with effective design educations. Implementing this newly gained knowledge in curricula and pedagogy will lead to better teaching and learning around HCI design concepts. Through this effort, the software industry as a whole will benefit from a pool of design-literate computing graduates who enter the workforce ready to understand and contribute to many aspects of large projects, aware of the impacts of their design choices. Developers will be empowered to design usable, accessible, ethical, and inclusive software interfaces, allowing more diverse populations to engage with various technologies and participate in today’s computing-infused world.
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Table 4. Triangulation: Each student-reported learning difficulty was supported by at least three data sources, while the three educator-reported learning difficulties indicate struggles students might not have known they faced.
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